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Cindy Navarro

“Using Woodturning to Reconstruct Common Household Utensils”
March 11, 2017
8:30 – 12:00 noon
BAWA Librarian, Cindy Navarro, will be the featured speaker for the March meeting as part of
our “Women in Turning Series.” Cindy’s presentation is entitled, “Using Woodturning to Reconstruct Common Household Utensils” which she recently presented at the Utah Symposium.
A few of the household utensils favorable for reconstruction include: tea strainers, screwdrivers, bottle openers, spatulas, potato mashers, whisks, seam rippers, vegetable peelers, microplanes and graters. Cindy will walk us through the thought process for transforming the ugly
handles found on these utensils into beautiful wooden handles, the tools necessary to make the
transformation and the steps needed to be taken for tool reconstruction.
Cindy’s Challenge: Cindy is asking everyone to bring a common household utensil to challenge her to see if
and how woodturning can be used to reconstruct that utensil. This should provide much fodder for discussion
and maybe a few laughs as well!
March 11, 2017
Doors open at 8:30; close at 12:00
Location: 1 Santa Barbara Rd.; Pleasant Hill, CA; Room 108
The Library and Store will be open.
New BAWA Polo Shirts are available for purchase in the Store; price is $25.00.
Also, Bowl Blanks will be available for purchase in the Store.
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The Bay Area Woodturners Association is a local chapter
of the American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide a meeting place for local turners to
share ideas and techniques and to educate the general
public regarding the art of turning. The Association
usually meets the second Saturday of each month. The
Association periodically sponsors exhibitions and demonstrations by local and internationally known turners.
President
Joel Albert
president@bayareawoodturners.org
Vice President
Jerry Jakubowski
vp@bayareawoodturners.org

Club Meetings

Secretary
Anna Duncan
secretary@bayareawoodturners.org

Meetings are the 2nd Saturday of each month unless otherwise noted.
8:30 doors open for setup, use store and library, swap ideas, view
displays
9:00—12:30 meeting and demo

Treasurer
Peter Wolff
treasurer@bayareawoodturners.org
Member at Large
Kim Wolfe
memberatlarge@bayareawoodturners.org

Meetings will be held at the PHEC Woodturning Center, 1 Santa Barbara
Road, Pleasant Hill, CA.

President Emeritus
John Cobb
cobbemail@gmail.com

See bayareawoodturners.org/ for directions and club information.

Pleasant Hill Adult Education (PHAE) Liaison
Jim Rodgers
Jlrodgers236@comcast.net

BAWA Officers Meeting Officer meetings are open to all members. Contact Joel Albert if you would
like to be on the agenda.

2017 Event Schedule
March 11th

Cindy Navarro: “Using Woodturning to
Reconstruct Common Household Utensils”
8:30-12:00

March 17-19

Oregon Woodturning Symposium

April 8th

Mike Mahoney 8:30-4:00

Librarian
Cindy Navarro
librarian@bayareawoodturners.org
Membership Co-chairs
Hugh Bevin-Thomas, Karen Rice
membership@bayareawoodturners.org
Store Manager
Richard Kalish
storemanager@bayareawoodturners.org
Webmaster
Greg Ketel & John Cobb
webmaster@bayareawoodturners.org
Newsletter Editor
Louie Silva
newslettereditor@bayareawoodturners.org
Audio Visual
Woodmeister

May 11-13
May 20th

Utah Woodturning Symposium
Bob Bley: Fractal Burning 8:30-12:00

Educational Coordinator
Jan Blumer
educationalcoordinator@bayareawoodturners.org
Pro Demonstrator Liaison
John Cobb
Cobbemail@gmail.com
Staff Photographer

June 10th

Brad Adams: What to do with Cutoffs
8:30-12:30

June 22-25

AAW Symposium (Kansas City, MO)
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Major Upgrade To AV Facilities For
the Club and School

April 8th - Mike Mahoney
Professional bowl maker Mike Mahoney
will be our demonstrator for the April
8th meeting. Mike was last at BAWA in
2013 and we frequently get requests to
have him back so now is the time to see
the most prolific bowl turner in the country. Mike was the pioneer of production
bowl turning on a grand scale, analyzing
each step of the process to maximize efficiency. He
produces thousands of bowls each year, starting with
a chainsaw and big pile of logs and ending up with
stacks of beautifully finished bowls headed to stores
around the country.
Mike will throw lots of chips throughout the day but
also talk about finishes, how to achieve clean cuts,
tool selection and wood preferences. Mike’s presentation is geared so everyone in the room can reproduce
his projects, so bring a notebook and be prepared for
full day masters class.
April 8th, 8:30 - 4:00

Shortly before the end of the year, the audio
visual facilities used by the club at our meetings and
used during classes at the Mt. Diablo Woodturning
Center received a major upgrade, courtesy of the cabinet making skills of our very own John Langen. John
made a number of trips to our meeting room to measure for, construct and install a custom, dust free cabinet that will allow us to keep our audio visual equipment set up full time. In addition to cutting down on
set up and take down time for our meetings, John’s
cabinet allows the Mount Diablo Woodturning Center
to also use the audio visual equipment for demonstrations given during classes.
The cabinet allows our video board operator to
see and reach all the necessary controls during a
demonstration, and then to simply close the lid and
doors when done keeping our equipment dust free
and operational. Stop by and see the cabinet for yourselves at our next meeting.
As with so many things that are necessary to
make our club meetings a success, it takes one of us
to step up and volunteer to help. A great big thank
you goes to John for his willingness to volunteer his
time and skills!

BAWA Now has a Facebook Page!
Thanks goes out to Michele Freeze for setting up a
BAWA Facebook group page. The page can be found
at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BayAreaWoodturners/

The page is a great way to spread the word about the
club’s activities and membership, and provides another way that BAWA members can share their work
and ideas with each other. Please stop by the page to
join the group; to view the posted photos and perhaps
to post some picture of your own work.
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President’s Chatter
March 2017

Are you in a turning rut? Had your fill of bowls, hollow forms or whatever you have been turning so often? Can you start to do it on auto-pilot? Getting bored? This month’s article is inspired by one of our
members, John Lawson, who has inspired me by his love of the challenge to try something new and different.
This is a great time to shake things up a bit. Attend one of our demos, take a class, attend a symposia, read an AAW article, check out YouTube, check out a book or DVD from our library. There is so much experience in this club—so many of us
are doing different and exciting things. There is so much to choose from.
Take a chance—chat up a club member and have them fill you in on their approach. Change things up—try a new finish, a
different style of foot, carving, texturing, coloring or burning. Go really thin or really thick. Give yourself permission to
struggle, fail, and learn something new. One of the things I love most about teaching at the Diablo Woodturning Center is
the challenge of learning something new and figuring out how to share it. Investing time this way, keeps turning fresh
and exciting for me.
So are you ready to try something different?
For April’s Show-and-Tell, a new President’s Challenge:

Try something new and different and bring in a piece to share. Let us know what inspired you, what went well
and where you struggled?
It looks like we should be getting our Tax Exempt status back from the state! Once that comes through officially, we will apply for our raffle permits and once granted we can resume the wood raffle. I want to take a
moment and thank Peter Wolfe for all of the hard work and analysis it took to help the club through the legal hurdles.
Sadly we lost one of our own, Dr. Avi Ben-Ora, who passed away in February. He was an active member and
a great supporter of the club as well as a mentor and teacher at the TechShop . I for one will miss his insight
and wit.
Lastly, we are looking for a volunteer to step up as the new club photographer—Dave Fleisig has officially
retired. It’s a great deal of fun and you would really be making a difference. Please let me know if you are
interested in helping out.
Time to head back to the shop and have fun!

Bancroft Charity Project
Over a dozen members have volunteered to create items for fundraising effort at the Ruth Bancroft Garden and have
picked up Deodar Cedar blanks from Tony Wolcrott or the classroom. More blanks are still available for folks who want to
join this effort. When you do pick up blanks, forward your name to Dave Morris (morrisdave@astound.net).
As we develop techniques in working with this wood we will pass them on in future newsletter items. For instance I've
found that employing a very sharp spindle gouge in areas where tear out is occurring is very effective. Dealing with any
sap while finishing will be in a future article. Any lessons learned should be forwarded to me.
As items are finished, they can be dropped off in our meeting room and I will secure them for future delivery. Make sure
you tag it with your name and to my attention: Dave Morris. The first opportunity to enter them in events at the garden
will be Father's Day weekend, June 16.
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2016 Financial Wrap Up
By Peter Wolff

BAWA Treasurer
BAWA continues to enjoy a solid financial foundation. The Club began the year with approximately
$9,900 in the bank. The club’s bank balance is cyclical, generally, being its highest at the beginning of the year
(due to both membership renewals and fundraising) and at its lowest just before the end of the year Holiday
Party.
Our income for 2016 was $27,515.53, while our Expenses were $25,588.45 and thus the club was in the
green by $1,927.08. The Board of Directors will continue to monitor the club’s financial health. Our two greatest expense categories each year are the rent we pay for our meeting space and the expenses associated with
our professional demonstrators. We anticipate that these expenses will continue to rise each year, and that
they will be greater next year than they were last year. By far, our greatest source of income is, of course, our
members’ annual dues; followed by the more variable amounts we receive in connection with our fund raising
efforts, both at the Holiday Party and throughout the year, and gifts and grants we receive from club members’
employers.
One of the ways members can help support the Club is to utilize their employer’s charitable giving or
matching gift programs if available. Several of our current members are helping to support the club and its
programs by submitting the necessary forms at work to have their volunteer hours for the club “matched” by a
financial contribution to the club by their employer. These grants have, in turn, enabled our club to continue to
support the Mount Diablo Woodturning Center Program. If you have such benefits available to you at work and
have not previously supported the club in this manner, please consider doing so.

Holiday Party Fund Raising a Huge Success!
This year’s Holiday Party was a huge success due to the generosity of both our donors
and members. Our annual Holiday Party is one of the biggest sources of funds for the operation
of the club each year. The greatly expanded Silent Auction saw spirited bidding right up to the
final minute. In the end, the winning bids on the 55 lots sold ranged from $9 to $150. All told the Silent Auction raised $1,749 for the club this year. In addition, our famous raffle raised $760. Altogether, the club raised
$2,509 at the Holiday Party thanks to the charitable participation of all.
It is your support of this event, as well as the Club Store and Club Library, that give us the ability to
provide four professional demonstrators each year, along with all of our other fabulous programs throughout
the year, such as our Summer Barbecue and Turn For Troops event. None of this would be possible without
your continuing support for which we are very grateful.
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Another item that I see many turners
wearing are gloves to prevent the hot shavings
from hitting your hand when turning, especially
I have talked about hearing protection,
bowls. Gloves can be very dangerous as they
eye protection, and face protection. So this
can get caught and drag your hand and arm into
month I am going to talk about the clothing
the spinning lathe or the chuck. If you do wear
that we wear, as it is as important to your
by Cindy Navarro
gloves they should not be latex, vinyl or nitrate.
safety as the other protections.
They should fit tightly and they should not have fingertips. This way you can get the benefit of protection
There are many items sold to wear while turnfrom the hot shavings, but not put yourself at risk.
ing, but they are not all necessary the best. First, you
will want to wear something over your clothes to protect yourself from the tiny bits of wood shavings. They
can get down your shirt, into your socks and into your
This month I would like to rechair.
ommend “A Reverence for Wood” by
Eric Sloane. It is about the role of
Ideally the clothing should have short sleeves,
unless the sleeves are tight, as in an elastic cuff. This wood in our country and how is has
been utilized in the development and
is to prevent the sleeve from getting caught by the
culture of America.
spinning piece or the lathe itself.

Tips & Tricks

Book Review

Smocks work because they have pockets in the
back so they don’t fill up with shavings. They come in
many materials, but I prefer the cotton ones as they
remain cooler. A cover should have a neck that can be
closed to prevent shavings from getting down your
shirt where they can cause itching and even rashes if
you have sensitive skin.

The book discusses the aesthetics of wood, carpentry and objects made from wood. It
is an easy read with nice illustrations by the author.

He discusses how resourceful the pioneers were
in their use of wood. How it is used from furniture,
charcoal for heating and the purification of food, down
to the bark of various trees that have been utilized to
Smocks can be expensive, so an inexpensive cov- make medications.
er can be bought at a thrift store. Buy a large men’s
It is an entertaining and educational read that
shirt or lab coat. You can add Velcro to the neck to
is factual and historically accurate. I think that you
close it or you can button the shirt up and put it on
will like it and learn more about this material that we
backwards. That way the neck will be high and preuse for both functional and creative uses.
vent shavings coming down your shirt.

Good Deal From AAW!

Membership News

BAWA members who have never been members of
the American Association of Woodturners (AAW) have
the exclusive opportunity to become AAW members
for one year for just $30, a 50% reduction on the $60
rate. Only AAW chapter members who have never
been AAW members are eligible, and the special rate
is available only during the exclusive sign up period
from April 1 through June 30, 2017. Join AAW at the
reduced $30 rate by going to:
http://tiny.cc/AAWNewGen

By Tim Kennedy

Membership Update
We have 136 members, almost back to the 140 members at the end of 2016.
You can review and update your membership information on-line. Log onto the BAWA website, then
select "view profile" under your name on the upper
right of the screen.
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May 20, 2017 Presenter: Robert Bley
Many of our BAWA members have expressed an interest in learning how to do fractal
burning. Well, now is your chance to see how this is done!
Mr. Robert Bley will be BAWA’s featured speaker for the May 20th meeting. Bob’s
presentation will cover an introduction to “Lichtenberg (Fractal) Burning” which is a relatively new process found in the fine art-decorating of wood surfaces including woodturnings.
Basically, “Lichtenberg Burning” involves connecting two high voltage wires to a piece of
wood, applying a salt solution to the wood, and turning on the power resulting in burning
“fractals” into the wood. Of course, the process is much more complicated than this with
a multitude of variables that affect the results.
Bob’s presentation will focus on safety issues, equipment, and techniques developed to provide some direction over
this process, which has a mind of its own and cannot be controlled. Various patterns achieved with different chemical solutions will be shown. Additional decorative fillings of the deep burned patterns such as stone will be covered
briefly.
Bob has offered to do fractal burning on one of your woodturnings. If you have a piece you would like to risk
"burning", bring it and, if there is time, he will use your piece for the burning portion of his demo. Pieces must be
dry, finish sanded and have no finish on it. The one caveat is that he may not be able to “burn” all the pieces that
members may bring. Some processes are fast, others very slow! So, please do not be disappointed if he is unable to
do everyone’s pieces.

CRAFT SUPPLIES 10% DISCOUNT ORDER
The 10% discount applies to any published price (including sale items, close-outs, etc.) and there’s no tax and S&H is free
on almost all items. Craft Supplies has a new catalog that includes new items with a different item numbering system. There have been some price increases as well so don’t use old catalogs. If you don’t have the latest catalog please look
on-line to pick your loot and check prices and item numbers.
Orders are placed by filling out an electronic order form which is available on the BAWA website.
E-mail the form to Dean Adkins (adkd@chevron.com) with all the requested information:
�
�
�
�
�
�

Member name, phone number and e-mail address
Catalog item number
Catalog page number
Item description
Quantity ordered
List / sale price (before 10% discount)

You can call Dean (925-998-4111) to place an order, but must follow up with an e-mail to confirm all the required information.
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Article 18: Trees of the Bay Area Region
Zelkova serrata Japanese Zelkova, Sawleaf Zelkova
by Tony Wolcott
Recently club members got wind of a tree removal, two Zelkova serrata, good size. Wonderful, I
thought. I had always wanted to see what kind of wood existed inside a Zelkova. This is a common street tree, and I have never seen one fail or be removed. I had never heard any praise for
the tree, a member of the Ulmaceae (Elm) family, it undoubtedly was a poor cousin to the Chinese elm. So I looked at my tree and wood books, searched on line, and discovered a vast cultural phenomena centered on this tree. And the wood like gold in the miner’s hand.
So out to the wood pile with chain saw and lath with open jaws I go. First, here is what Wickipedia says: “Zelkova serrata (Japanese zelkova, Japanese elm[2] or keyaki; Japanese: 欅 (ケヤキ) keyaki /槻 (ツキ) tsuki; Chinese: 榉树/櫸
樹 jǔshù; Korean: 느티나무 neutinamu) is a species of the genus Zelkova native to Japan, Korea, eastern China and
Taiwan.[3][4] It is often grown as an ornamental tree, and used in bonsai. There are two varieties, Zelkova serrata
var. serrata in Japan and mainland eastern Asia, and Zelkova serrata var. tarokoensis (Hayata) Li on Taiwan which
differs from the type in its smaller leaves with less deeply cut serration on the margins.”
Easily identified by looking for a short main trunk, low branching and a vase-shaped habit.
The other distinguishing factor is the serrated leaf, typical of the elm family, but even more
pronounced in Zelkova. You could take a leaf and start sawing off branches (not really). The
Japanese name ‘Keyaki’ hints at a revered wood. It has been widely used through history in
construction and for furniture or other interior items. the wood has a unique and striking
golden color to it, and the grain is often quite beautiful, and with a number of pattern variations.
There are drawbacks. Like the elms, the wood is hard and heavy, but not impossible to work, turns quite easily. Also
similar to the elms, this wood has an olfactory minus, it stinks. I brought in a rough turned platter and the family raised
a protest. After finishing and using some oil or wax or shellac, that problem should not persist. While turning Zelkova
be prepared for an unpleasant smell.
The swirling grain, especially near the crotches; the blonde to gold color contrasting with a sapwood that is actually
darker in color than the heartwood, almost reddish, dark orange. That may disappear in time, but you can see why
this wood is sought after in its native land. Here the Zelkova is a very common street tree and landscape highlight. I
can see 5 Zelkovas from my front door in Walnut Creek. The vase shape allows for a clear trunk that gets to a sizable
circumference quickly. The trunk is short but the tree company (Traverso Tree Service), took the larger tree trunk for
slab wood. These two trees were about 18 to 24 inch in diameter. The finished bowls should be quite nice. I will experiment with green turned natural edge and green turned bowls with various orientations. I do think the wood is quite
stable. However, there is not much in the wood databases on Zelkova. It may or may not react as the elms do.
According to statistics data investigated by Korea Forest Service in 1989, the most numbers of old trees over 500
years were Zelkova serrata, while more than 10 old trees have been registered as Natural monuments of Korea.
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Michael Hosaluk- February Demonstration Notes
BAWA members were treated to a full day, whirlwind demonstration by the world
renowned Michael Hosaluk who demonstrated six projects before the lunch break,
and nine for the entire day. To recap, the nine projects were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Hand Thrown Spin Top;
Spatula;
Offset Candle Holder;
Baseball;
Bent Handled Ladle;
End Grain Bowl, with carved feet;
Bent Box;
Thin Walled, See Through Bowl; and
Scary Rattle Hollow Form

Throughout the day, Michael shared his recommendations for tools and equipment. For the spindle work, Michael favors the use of a safe cup center drive and live center with matching cup sizes, so
that the force of the tailstock and live center is absorbed by the equally sized driver in the head
stock. Michael favors tool rests with harden steel rods as their tool bearing surface, mentioning the Sinner rests made by Advanced Lathe Tools. These rests are available at another source that Michael mentions, The Sanding Glove, which carries the Sia Soft foam backed sand paper he used to wet sand the
thin bowl, as well as the half round diamond hone he used throughout the day to touch up his tools’ edges. His favorite tool is a ½ inch shallow fluted detail gouge. For roughing out spindles, he enjoys the
Thompson Spindle Roughing Gouge. Finally, he uses the DWay beading tools to make beads. Michael
was also very fond of a folding dozuki saw from Lee Valley.
The day began with Michael making a spin top, mentioning that he used to do
them in a production setting making hundreds at a time. He stressed the importance of warming up before you begin working.
Sticking with the production theme, he next made a
spatula, something he makes in batches of 300 at a time. He saws wedge shaped
blanks on the band saw with the aid of a simple jig, chucks the blank in a custom
tailstock attachment with a slot to support the blade end. After the handles are
turned, he flattens the blades of the spatulas using an MDF sanding disc attached to
his lathe. The blades of spatulas can be of any design, from traditional shapes
through those shaped and detailed to resemble fish.
Next he turned a single axis, off set candle holder, which he roughed to the round
with a 5/8 inch detail gouge. Once round, he offset the blank on a single axis, and spun
the lathe at very high speed stressing that in offset turning this produced a cleaner
cut. Michael indicated that the candle holders sold well during holiday season. He also
stressed that it was the form that was important, not the grain or figure of the wood.

(Continued on following page)
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Michael Hosaluk cont.
Project number four was a wooden baseball, turned to very near regulation
size by hand and eye and without the aid of any jig or template. Further, the ball
was turned between centers without the multiple chucking between cup centers
that other methods require. Michael then described the method by which he
hand sketched the stitching on the ball and made reference to an article in the
AAW Journal about the method. (See, American Woodturner, Spring 2005, pp 34
-35.) As an aside, the back issue of the AAW Journal is available as a pdf downloads to members of the AAW. See the AAW website.
He then made a bent handle ladle which began as a spindle turning to allow
shaping of the handle and outside of the bowl. Michael described the form as a “ball
on a stick”. The ladle was then hollowed with the use of a shop made chuck with a
slot for the handle. Once mounted in the chuck, the ladle spun like a propeller as
Michael hollowed out the bowl. Finally, the ladle was wrapped in wet towels and
microwaved to make the wood fibers pliable so that it could be put into a bending
form to cool.
The final project before lunch was an end grain bowl with carved feet. The
inside of the bowl was hollowed with a hook tool. The hollowing began with the
drilling of a 5/8 inch hole, followed by the use of the hook tool
vertically to clear out the wood on the inside of the bowl. The
tool is inserted in the drill hole and pulled to the outer edge of
the bowl. The outside of the bowl was shaped so that there was
sufficient wood left to allow the carving of 3 feet. Michael used a profile gauge to
help see the shape of the ring at the base of the bowl. The feet are made by removing the material in the ring between the feet. This was done with a combination of
the folding dozuki saw and chisel and mallet.
After lunch and brisk sales of the Michael’s tools and handles, he began to make a twisted box. He began with an elongated football shape with
thicker inner walls, again hollowing with the hook tool. He then cut the
two halves of the box at angles at the band saw and reassembled them so
that the form transformed from football to bent box. The joints where the
band saw cuts were glued were first sized(sealed) with a coat of thinned
wood glue. This prevents end grain joints from being glue starved. His favored glue is Titebond Original. In his own shop, Michael would have textured both the inside and outside of the box. Michael noted, while making the bent box, that the more
useless something he makes is, the more he can sell it for.
Next the lights were dimmed for the thin walled bowl demonstration in
which light was shone through the bowl in order to show the wall thickness. The Madrone bowl was turned to a wall thickness of 1/32 of an inch or
so. Michael demonstrated his method of wet sanding green wood with Sia Soft
foam backed sandpaper. He also shared his techniques for keeping the wood

(Continued on following page)
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Michael Hosaluk cont.
The final project was the hollow form scary rattle he is known for giving to children in his family. The project begins as a simple hollow form. Once hollowed, Michael
takes a slice out of the middle of the form, removing the hole through which the project
was hollowed. He adds noise makers to the two halves and glues them back together,
sometimes adding a stick as a handle. The form’s “scary” aspect comes from the paint job
applied. Michael favors milk paint, though he also uses dyes and acrylic paints.
Michael stressed throughout the day that he was demonstrating techniques, not specific projects. He
wanted to convey the methods he used to create his art so that we could use them in our own projects, creating
forms in our own styles. He certainly succeeded in exposing the club to a wide range of techniques and approaches, with plenty of tips and tricks along the way. It was a very enjoyable day.

BAWA Loses a Respected Member
BAWA member Avi Ben-Ora unexpectedly passed in February. Avi was a member of the
Club for only a few years, but was remarkably creative and always participated in the showand-tell. When you see the pictures you will know who he is. He often came in with beautiful
carved turnings, many for his wife’s birthday and anniversary or remarkable work headed for
one of his kids or grand kids.
Avi Ben-Ora was born in 1931 in pre-state Israel and grew-up in Minneapolis. He was an entrepreneurial pioneer when he formed his own ultrasound private practice in Phoenix, BenOra Imaging. He was renowned for his medical expertise as well as his compassionate care of
his patients. In retirement he enjoyed playing tennis, woodworking, and spending time with
his beloved family.
I will miss the twinkle in his eye, his unassuming creativity that was was truly remarkable and his gentle
sole. It was a gift to know him, unfortunately for too a short time.
John Cobb
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February Show and Tell
Jim RodgersSmall Vase and
Segmented Vessel

Vern StovallThree Bowls

John CobbStitched Bowl

Brad AdamsBurl Hollow Form

Don GouveiaSegmented Vase
Joel AlbertSmall Hollow Form

(Continued on following page)
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February Show and Tell
Cont.
Cindy NavarroBurl Boxes

Gary BinghamVase and Box

Andrew BaxterFluted Bowls

Hugh Bevan-ThomasBowl

Set Aside the Dates for the 2017
Utah Woodturning Symposium
May 11th, 12th, & 13th, 2017

June 22-25
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